Creativity and problem Solving-May,1982

Back Ground

The First Workshop
faculty :a g rao and uday athavankar

In later part of 1980 myself and Uday Athavankar, a long time colleague, returned from USA after our invigorating training trip under UNESCO fellowships.
I had developed a keen interest in ‘Creativity’ and had written a paper in seventies! I got major inputs into ‘Creativity’ during my visit to USA . A creativity workshop which I attended at ‘Buffalo’ organised by ‘Creative Education
Foundation (CEF)’ gave me broad framework to look at ‘Creativity’. CEF was
started by the man who invented ‘Brain Storming’ – Alex Osborn. His book
on ‘Applied Imagination’ is well known. The workshop at Buffalo, was a great
experience. I attended several sessions, one on “Theatre Participation”, one on
‘Guided Imagery ’ and another on ‘Writing Poetry’.
I had just finished a unique course at MIT titled, ‘Metaphors in Learning and
Design’, offered by profs.Donald Schὂn and Jeanne Bamburger. I had also
spent a week with W.J.J Gordon at Boston attending one of his rare workshops
on ‘Synectics’.
W.J.J Gordon was the originator of ‘Synectics’.
I had the great opportunity to associate with prof.Howard Gruber, director of
Cognitive Studies’ at Rutgers University, for a month. He had spent long time
with Piaget and had written a book, ‘Essential Piaget’.
I also met at Syracuse, C. Joshua Abend, an Innovation Management Expert,
who had visited IDC as UNDP consultant. He had given me the reference
to CEF, Buffalo. He also suggested to get the book on ‘Experiences in Visual
Thinking’ by Robert McKim, who happened to be his classmate at Stanford
University.
These rich inputs laid a foundation to shape my efforts in Teaching Creativity
later!
Uday had different set of exposures at IIT Chicago!
Me and Uday both were bubbling with energy and enthusiasm as we returned.
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We have been at IDC since 1970.
In early seventies, we were quite
enthused by De Bono`s book on
‘Use of Lateral Thinking’. Joe Jacque, an Ulmer and classmate of
Prof. Nadkarni, who had visited
IDC, had talked about De Bono.
De Bono`s ‘Cat and Dog’ exercises
done by children greatly inspired
us.
With 4th batch DIITstudents, we
started experimenting with one
hour creative tasks. We will find
creative tasks like ‘stopping cat
and dog fighting with each other’
and pose them to students. After seeing their answers we called
each of the student separately and
give positive, encouraging comments. We avoided giving evaluative, corrective (which sounded
negative) feedback. This encouraged the students greatly and they
started looking forward to these
morning ‘exercises’.
At this juncture of time, We
got an enquiry from Jyoti
Ltd., Baroda whether we can
conduct a workshop in Creativity for 6 of their engineers.

We learnt first lessons in
‘Motivation’.
I started realising that
‘Minds need to be trained to accept
‘criticism’.
Some of the tasks were open ended. Some were framed, taking ingenious ‘solutions’ from folk lore
or other resources.
Once I heard how shepherds
in Rajasthan count sheep! They
would drive all the sheep to one
side with the help of their ‘dogs’
and hold a long stick and make
one sheep jump and go to the other side. So, ‘sheep’ known for their
‘mentality’ would follow the first
one. The shepard sitting with a
stick, would count sitting in comfort.
When we posed this problem,
Students came out with interesting solutions of their own.
Later we would display all the students’ solution and also reveal the
‘Shepard’s Solution’.
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We jumped at the opportunity! We converted it
into a ‘workshop’ open to other industries in addition to 6 engineers from Jyoti. In those days we
had a limited mailing list. IDC was hardly known
to Industries. We could not give any newspaper
advertisement due to the financial constraints.
But we made an interesting announcement with a
visual to attract right persons

This was the
first workshop
of its kind . It
was addressed
to engineers
with experience
in Industries.

We got ‘4’ more entries from other Industries in addition
to the 6 sponsored by Jyoti, ltd.. On our invitation two
faculty colleagues, one from Electrical Engineering and
another from Transportation joined the workshop.
12 experienced engineers made a good number!
Prof.A.K.De, director
of IITB, inagurated the
workshop
a g rao
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Participants

Bharat Kalhampurkar
Ramesh Singh
S.V.Maniar
P.M.Trivedi
Sevangikar
Naik
H.N.Parikh
Yogesh Shah
J A.Thakker
Jayesh Trivedi
Vajpayee-IIT faculty
H.Nrayanan- -do-

I had taken the lead and had requested Uday
Athavankar to join me in the efforts. He readily
had agreed!
I started planning and created a brochure bringing my background flare on ‘Cartooning’ ! Girish
Agarkar(late), a graphic designer working with
me gave shape to visual presentation of the ‘Creative Folder’ we made, for the workshop. It was
screen printed and was given to the participants
on the first day.
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Day1

Morning Session
First day started with informal introductions. Every body was
asked to introduce their special interests and hobbies.
This was followed by the first task (Problem 1)
‘Design a bicycle for postman’.
This problem ‘Edward De Bono’ had posed to children and
they had come out with ingenious solutions! These are published in his book , ‘Children Solve Problems’!
I developed a strategy to show these solutions to open up the
minds with ‘grown up thinking’

Lecture 1 My exposure to J Krishnamurthy, the well known philosopher,
Blocks to creativity helped me in forming initial content of my talk on ‘ConditionA.G.Rao ing’ ! And showing children’s solutions became an effective
‘platform for reflection’ on one’s own conditioning!
Children to whom De Bono had posed the problem came out
with interesting responses. Most of the children addressed
‘the dogs coming after postman’ on the cycle, which grown-ups
seemed to ignore!
• One solution by a child had a ghost to scare the dog.
Children were also very imaginative in detail.
• A child had an elaborate provision to carry hot drink! (problem was posed in U K, a cold country).
• One child had magnetic stamps on each letter so that postman could throw the letter towards the house and a powerful
magnet kept at the front door attracts the letter.
Practicality did not seem to deter the children.
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Another unique feature of all the solutions was they
were depicted with fascinating sketches!

Day1

• One child designed for a post-woman, breaking the
gender barrier.
I have seen Indian post woman in the initial stages
of introduction were not provided with ‘Ladies bicy
cle’ forcing them to carry heavy backs on their back!

We also brought into workshop the ‘design culture’ of
putting everybody’s solutions on the display board!
This disarms people from their defensive stands as
‘One looses inbuilt fear of exposing one’s thinking’ .
Every body loves to see how their colleagues think!
Often people who think they are unique and creative
thinkers suddenly discover that they are thinking just
like others, when they are posed with a problem from
an unfamiliar area! Group participation sets a tone for
enjoyable experience leading to a creative therapy of
thinking!
My talk covered ‘Blocks to Creativity’ which I had
identified as
1.Inhibitions
2.Conformity
3.Vertical thinking
4.Lack of Intuition.
A developed version of my talk can be seen in my
article ‘Creativity and Problem Solving’ posted in my
website www.agrao.in under Articles and Papers.
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After lunch, sessions started with ‘listening to music for 20-30 minutes!
We had asked each of the participant to bring an
‘unsolved problem’ from their work situation to
be taken up in the workshop. Not many brought a
problem! one interesting problem which a participant brought was ‘deforming of a thin castmetal
cylinder of large diameter’ when you try to turn it
on a lathe! It turned out to be a problem of holding
with less pressure!
Generally some sharp logical thinking brings a
clearity in conflict which needs a solution! We took
up this problem later in a ‘Synectics ‘ Session!

Day1

Afternoon Session

Lecture 2
Problem Analysis
Uday Athavankar

Uday Athavankar gave a talk on Problem Analysis.
Problems are often seen in terms of solutions and get
rejected if no solution is found immediately. Design
process emphasises the next step ‘Problem Analysis’,
which leads to a clearer statement of the problem. He
brought in his practical experience of working as an
architect into the design process. Clear ‘conflict identification’ helps in creative phase which follows.
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Some Roles given:
• House wife
• 5 years old child
• Chief of R &D Railways.
• Plumber
• Truck transportation
Manager
• Villager
• Plastic Manufacturer
• Person without hands
• Maid Servant
• Hotel Owner
• Guest with dirty feet
• Retail Seller
• Water Conservation
• ................

Role playing is an important trait for creative thinking. It is basic ability to assume another character
which one is not. It demands observation of another character or role. It would also mean that you
are detaching from yourself. This becomes a core
competence for ‘Acting’. Roles also manifest into
physical traits. Children like to play the role of a
teacher.
In this task several roles are given. Each one has to
assume the given role and solve a design problem.
‘Design of a wash basin’ was chosen as a problem
and we, myself and Uday brain stormed to come
out with several roles as listed. Emphasis was on
each one to assume one or two roles to look at the
problem differently.
For example, how does a house maid who cleans
the wash basin look at the ‘problem’? Less projections, less crevices in the joints of piping. You can
imagine this easily if you have ever faced a situation
to do it yourself with a demanding house wife as
your boss, already irritated due to some rift with
her husband.

Day1

Problem 2
Role Playing- time: 40minutes

Or if you are a child of 5 years old what would you
do? Won’t you love to play with water?. A wash basin where you can store water which gives possibility of playing, may be with some sound outputs.
Many of the participants assumed the roles without
difficulty as we can see in couple of their solutions.
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Another participant
Mr. Thaker who took
the role of ‘frequent
guest with dirt feet’,
made a wash basin at
floor level convenient
to clean the feet!
We often face such
problems in Institutional wash rooms
where building workers with dirty feet after their work need to
wash themselves.

Day1

Prof.Narayanan, a bright electrical engineering became
playful and imaginative getting into his role of 5 year old
kid. In his interesting solution with a colourful sketch, he
has a shower, plastic duck, paper boat (see figures in the
sketch) and solutions in small cups for changing the colour of water. There is a water pistol on one side and a ring
on the other side along with soap solution for blowing soap
bubbles + A stopper (to remove and make funny noise)
There are steps on one side with a ‘ special gate with special
lock which only I(the child) can open. (I don’t want my
friends to get in without my permission)
There is special place for hiding underneath.
There is a mirror on the wall and crayons for drawing on the
mirror.
We can see how a role can invigorate one’s creative thinking
and prof. Narayanan was not only inspired by childrens’
solutions shown by De Bono in another context, but also
was able to digress as a child himself!
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Mr. Savingikar took the challenging role of person without hands.
His design Considerations
• Should be able to operate by feet
• Height of basin at mouth level/sliding
adjustment/control at feet
• Height of the water tap and its inclination(angle) should be such that spray
directly comes on the face, and no need
to use hands.
• same arrangement for liquid soap
• Taps for hot water, cold water (and hot
air if needed)
• Mirror arrangement at side.
A Schematic drawing/sketch can be seen

The design
One piece ceramic moulding.
Fixing position
liquid soap
tap
(spray type)
Water
tap
spray
control for
hot air
control for
soap
control for water

shielding curvature for
water spray and other taps
wall
Mirror

Hot air tap
Rigid
Mounting
brackets(slotted)
with wall
allowing
height
adjustment
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Problem from the Campus
Posed by uday athavankar prevoious day
Some apparently insignificant problems are observed only
when you reach higher level of decision making.
You are now a decision maker in IIT. Amongst many other
things on your priority list , you would like to improve the
two important entry points of the Campus.
The civil engineer is an efficient “doer’ and not a man of
‘vision’. You have to prepare a brief for him.
The brief will indicate not only the ‘problems’ that need his
attention but also some important directions(or even tentative solution) to guide him. Your meeting with the Director
of IIT, is arranged for tomorrow morning at 9 a.m, where
you will discuss your proposals and then hand them over to
the civil engineer.
Entry points
• Main Gate
• Market Gate

Day2

Morning Sesssion

Group 1
Group 2

When do we see problems?
We have a tendency to get adjusted to life around, unless
we get disturbed or we are given a ‘task’ or a ‘Role to play’.
Any person can see a problem differently depending on
his/her ‘Role’! Role playing task brought this factor into
operaion ! It is also important to identify solvable problems in a given situation!
Each group came out with a problem and a solution! These
were discussed and formed a prelude to the talk on ‘problem perception’.
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Day2

Lecture3 We have a tendency to see problems in terms
Problem perception of solutions. No doubt the solution is guided by
one’s discipline or background! But in a simulated
problem situation people also make observations
based on what they think is expected out of them.
These factors were discussed in the talk! A film
was also shown where people perceive problems
differently in the same problem situation.
Ability to see a problem with given constraints
also becomes special skill for professional problem solvers like designers!
Look at my article published in Abhikalpa-2, on
‘Aesthetics of Problem perception’(www.agrao.in)

Group Puzzle
A group puzzle was introduced after the talk(lecture3)
This is Visual group puzzle!
You are in group of 4 or 5. each one of you have to
make a ‘square’ from the pack given to you. If you find
some wrong piece in them, give the non fitting piece
to your group mate next to you. He or she can use the
piece or pass it on to the newt person!
You can give a piece but cannot take a piece from others. You have to wait till you get the correct piece to
complete your square from others. when each one completes a square in the group the group has completed
the task!
Whichever group finishes all the squares first wins the
competition!
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Uday Athavankar

Ravi Pooviah

Day2

a g rao

This was a new experience for the
participants. It was fun, but with a lot
of learning. One person in a group
finished his square and was not ready
to break it. Group success is dependant on
his readiness to break his square and make
it in a different way which can facilitate all
in the group to make their squares. The
task high lights the importance of group
achievement and sacrifice of an early
achiever for the sake of group!

We can see idc faculty
(in their younger days)
overseeing the task
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Problem 3
Generating Alternatives
Our Education focuses on reaching one correct solution. Often people start believing that there is only one solution to any
problem. Training in Mathematics often reinforces this belief!
It is
imporatnt to realise every problem can have an alternative
solution. To counter this mind set we started asking for fixed
number of alternative solutions.
When a strange problem with a constraint is posed
achieving an answer with constraint becomes the main focus.
One gets satisfied once a solution is reached. In fact there is a
tendency to fall in love with your first solution. Insistance on
alternatives, forces one to think in new ways!
So a problem was created with a demand for 8 solutions
Girish Agarkar(standing)
helping the participants.

On the board behind him
various solutions for ‘instant coffee container’ are displayed.

Dr..Vajpayee, from IIT’”s civil engineering
departmant working on a solution.
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problem posed:

Every one of us has some time or other used
instant coffee (Nescafe or Bru).
There is always this problem of coffee powder getting spoiled due to the wet spoon that
is used or due to the exposure to moisture
around.
We are ‘Idea consultants’.
An instant coffee manufacturer has approached us for ideas to compete with others
in the Market. Come out with Eight different
solutions, taking the above observation as the
key.

Solution for Problem3
by Yogesh Shah

Day2

It is interesting to see that Yogesh Shah has come out with
seven alternative solutions as it was demanded. Otherwise one
is likely to get stuck with the first idea which comes into the
mind. One can train oneself to think in alternatives. It is also
generally observed that first idea is not always the best idea.
One needs to allow the mind to brood, play, freak out. All this
happens once one feels secure with an idea in the basket.
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Dr. Vajpayee came out with 12 solutions.
All were depicted diagrammatically. The way
people draw tells us how they think.
Diagrammatic abstract representations seem to
fecilitate quicker idea generation as the mind is
focussing more on selected features and less on
associated information.
Concrete images have the advantage of seeing
‘form’ with more information like material and
process.
Experienced industrial designers develop an
expertise in dealing with both which gives an
advantage of metaphoric flow.

Day2

Solutions by Dr. Vajpayee

See Mckim’s book on ‘Experiences in Visual Thinking’ in
which he shows how designers generate new ideas as metaphoric transformations.(fig21-50)
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Problem 4
Generating Ideas in Groups
We are hired by an Industrialist who is very creative and takes
pleasure in venturing in off beat ideas and making it a business success.
He has established a company called UBPL(Used
Beer Bottle Products Limited). His plan is to buy up all the
used beer bottles in Bombay and convert them into products.
He has consulted ‘3’ independent consulting groups for ‘new
product ideas.

Day2

Afternoon Session

Brief: Limited processing can be done on the beer bottles. Small
parts can be added to make it into a product. The major use
should be of beer bottles.
You belong to one of the two consulting groups
and you are in competition. At the end of 3hour session
we hold competition. If the other group presents the same
idea as yours before you present, you loose ‘One’ point!
Each group will present ideas one by one alternatively.
Working in groups is common in Industries. A cautious safe approach is
adopted by employees in giving new ideas in the presence of the ‘Boss’!
Often ‘Bosses’ also tend to talk more than listen, not encouraging new ideas
especially from juniors!
Competitions provide a context to come out with more ideas in group.
There is tendency for new conducive leadership to emerge in crisis situation.
Desire to win becomes ‘Fun’ and invigorate personal creativity!
The session increased enthusiasm and participation, breaking the barrier of
scepticism formed with Experience!
It became good foundation for the next session on ‘Brain Storming’
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1.Identify the problem or conflict .
2.Simplify and write down the statement on a
board. Problems can be restated to create a wider
scope ! For example, ‘Give ideas for a chair’ can
be restated as ‘Give ideas for something to sit!
3. Ask for ideas
4.No idea will be rejected however silly it may
sound.
5.No evaluation of feasibility or practicality for
execution are done . The leader keeps writing the
ideas on the board, encouraging or adding if necessary whenever the process tends to slow or stop.
6. Evaluations are done at later stage!

Day2

Brain Storming
Brain Storming is a powerful technique if used
with skill. Leader plays a crucial role!
Rules for the brain storming in a group are

Brain Storming was invented by Alex Osborn, a
specialist in ‘Advertising’. His book ’Applied Imagination’ is well known. In that he has suggested 9
transformations like
Add, Substitute, Divide,
Combine , Separate,
Magnify, Minify,
Reverse, Eliminate
These can be applied to the problem in a group as
well as individually.
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Theatre Session

I realised the potential
of ‘Theatre participation’
after taking part in one of
‘Theatre sessions’ in the
creativity workshop at
Buffalo, USA, organised
by ‘Creative Education
Foundation’ created by
none other than Alex Osborne inventor of
‘Brain Storming’,
I sought prof.Nadkarni’s
help to get a right person
to conduct the session.
He brought his friend
Kamalakar Sontakke(KS)

KS was very excited about the connections I was making :
Theatre experience to Creativity in
Design and Problem Solving!
Later he came and conducted a
session on expressions in ‘Form’
course! Students who had great
difficulty in understanding visual
language in 2D, had no difficulty in
depicting -+through body, an expression like ‘Security/ protection’!

Day2

Theatre participation is a powerful session, especially when conducted by a person like Kamalakar
Sontakke who was Director of Nehru Centre,
Worli,Bombay . He had a forceful personality and
could make you do things unimaginable. He almost
hyptonised the group with his powerful voice. People became cats and crawled as we can see in the
picture ! He also explained how to feel each part of
the body to transform oneself in to another being!
People lost their ‘body inhibitions’ instantly..
This can have a deep effect on one’s creativity!
No amount of intellectual participation sitting in stiff
inhibited secure postures could bring such change in a
person.
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Day3

Morning Session
Problem 5
Metaphoric Seeing
This is a test for your metaphoric ability of looking at
things. You are given twenty circles. Look at them as different things. Let your visualisation move from
Earth to Sky. Make each of these abstract circles into real
things by adding lines with your sketch pen.
Time:30minutes
To ‘see as’ is a metaphoric process and is at the root of
all creative thinking. It is a natural ability. We just have
to look at clouds for a while leisurely and we start seeing
‘bearded faces’, lions or reptiles in no time!
But to think extentively, a given geometric figure like circle as something, needs practice. One needs to see circle
as an object. One can see it as face and add eyes, nose and
mouth with few lines. One may see it as a globe and add
an additional stand!
If some body finishes the sheet with 20 circles earlier an
additional sheet is given!

This is a good exercise to find out one’s limitation in
‘Lateral thinking’.
When participants see other’s solutions they start realising that others are using different strategies to get
new solutions!
Reflection and realisation of one’s limitation can open
up one’s mind in a significant way!
Over a period, all such incremental changes in oneself culminate into ‘one’s creative personality. I have
observed my students coming with engineering
training slowly transforming into creative designers!
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Imagery Session
Background: I came across a guided imagery session in the workshop at Buffalo! The session was
done in a class room situation! It sounded interesting! Later I realised it could become more captivating if conducive ambiance is created with light,music
and aroma.
Imagery session is kind of Self hypnotic session akin
to ‘Yoga Nidra(sleep)’ but with a guided voice. One is
asked to relax assuming a comfortable position after
few body stretching movements. A light meditative
Music is played(mostly instrumental). I choose Indian
classical or Western classical . Suggestions are given to
close one’s eyes and pay attention to each of the body
parts slowly and relax deeply.
A typical narration:
Relax your body and listen to ‘Music’ . It is soothing
beautiful sound. it is touching your body and relaxing.
Your feet are relaxing .You can feel the blood flow! An
energy is moving up and relaxing your body! now your
knees are relaxing. ....your thighs,
stomach. are relaxing You can feel your left hand relaxing then right hand . Your chest is relaxing, shoulders
, neck, face, head.
Your whole body iis relaxing .It
feels light. You have no worry whatsoever. listen to the
music.
Look at the magic flower in my hand ! It is glowing . I
am touching you with the magic flower1 Wow! It has
magic powers .It is slowly transforming you into a bird.
You are becoming a bird.......You can feel the wings...
You are floating up in the sky! Music is lifting you! you
are enjoying! You can see some kites around.........so on.
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In the imagery session I make people fly like a bird and
slowly bring into a problem situation.
I found after conducting many such sessions with different groups that Flying experience is liked by everybody.
Several options for imagination are suggested. For example this group were taken to an exhibition of products
made of used beer bottles. Many saw their own solutions
and some even saw new product images!
Imagery sessions sometimes bring amazing results.
Generally people enter into a hypnotic enjoyable
state. When I put on lights and ask them to wake up,
they are reluctant to leave the meditative world. One
engineer in our workshop said his back ache from
which he has been suffering for years vanished! I
could not believe it myself!
It does have some curative effects!.

Visual puzzle
40minutes
Think of a peg which can pass through
and block light from each of the holes
in the given block.
Block was of 2cm thick. Holes were of
shapes: An equilateral triangle, Square
and a circle of same height!
What is the minimum volume solution?
What is the maximum volume solution?
The puzzle was taken from Robert
Mckim’s famous book: Experiences
in Visual Thinking, Montery, Calif
Books, Cole, 1972.
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Doing with hands
Problem 6
Some problems are better solved by doing with our
hands. Of course you can think and sketch before you
do. Solve the given problem by doing it. Ask for any
help you need for making
GroupA
You are givenA4 size box-board. Make a package for
one egg. The egg should not break when dropped from
6feet high.
Group B
Make a handle to hold a glass with A4 size box board.
It should be possible to drink ‘hot tea’ from the glass
using this handle.
* You can use fevicol for sticking
* You can have two additional sheets for trial.

Day3

Afternoon Session
Lecture 4
Visual Thinking
Imagery plays an important role in creative
thinking. Visual imagery dominates problem
solving in Design and Engineering. There are
classic cases of ‘imagery’ which formed basis of
new invention like
Kekule’s Benzene ring. An image of snake swallowing itself seemed to have become a basis.
Robert Mckim talks in great detail on this topic
in his book ‘Experiences in Visual thinking!
Sketching is an important thinking tool for creative problem solving. The talk elaborated how
designers practice ‘visual thinking’

A participant showing solution
for egg package to a g rao
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Participants coming from engineering background were not familiar with Cutting card
board and making things. Girish Agarkar and
senior drafts-man Raut helped the groups as
seen above

Day3

A solution for lifting a glass of water and drinking
from it being discussed and tested by a g rao
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Making things with one’s own hands opens up a
new facet of our thinking’ When we have to do
with our hands, body intelligence comes into play.
Feel of material and associations with that material
dominate thinking. Metaphors and analogies start
operating only when a psychic distance is established. Creative thinking demands ‘psychic distance’ from the reality!
Solutions for A and B problems were tried out.
Testing of Problem A became very exciting when
an ‘egg’ is kept in each package and dropped from
6 feet. ......People wait tensely to hear the sound! A
‘thup’ sound and you know the egg is broken!
When you open you find a broken messy egg!
All the solutions for egg package failed!
I was not unhappy.
as this becomes an ideal
for a Synectics session!
Unsolved problems at
logical level need the unconscious brain to operate
to make unusual connections!
The problem was taken
up in Synectic session
next day!

Egg package problem offers a dramatic end result when
tried out with an
actual egg.
I tried out the same
problem recently
(jan2017)in VIT
with design students
.
Results were as
exciting. But some
solutions did work!
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Synectics as a methodology
By the time I met him in 1980, he had developed a methodology for applying Synectics;.An
youngster Tony Poze was his partner in organising the workshop.
They had developed several questions to open
up one’s mind.
What may seem as fun or joke, actually provokes one to see deeper as well as poetic perception for a comparison.
I have been using them in my courses on
Creativity successfully

Day3

I was fortunate to to meet and get guidance from
W J J Gordon, who invented Synectics. He was
kind to invite me to one of his workshops. He also
gave me precise reading material where I came
across the word ‘Psychic Distance’ in an article by
Edward Bullough’ in ‘A Modern book of Aesthetics’ edited by Melvin Rader’.
In his book on Synectics’ Gordon has suggested
two steps in inventive creations.
• Strange Familiar
• Familiar Strange
In the first step we learn all about the problem or
conflict.
In the second step you need to make ‘Familiar
Strange’. In the book Gordon had suggested
4 analogies people use:
Direct, Personal, Symbolic, Fantasy.

WJJ Gordon

Introduction to Synectics

Examples
Which is stronger?
a concrete wall or a blade of grass?
You can opt for either and give your responses,
which can be poetic or use imaginative logic. One gets pushed to think beyond common
sense logic as the comparisons are carefully
designed to look for patterns behind.
For example a blade of grass can be stronger because a road roller may knock off concrete wall,
but a blade of grass can spring back after the
same road roller runs over it. One can get an
insight into the concept of strength. A blind
resistance can be compared with strategic yielding. Such notions of strength and strategy have
been part of Eastern Martial arts like Kungfu
and Kalari Payattu of Kerala
But one can also argue that a goat can eat grass
blade but not the concrete wall!````````````
which lasts longer?
• An ice cube in burning building or
• A snail on the super high way!
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Morning Session
Feeling and Imagination
A short session of half an hour was conducted on an actual
experience of eating an ‘Almond’. Each participant was given an Almond and asked to hold it in his/her hand.
They were asked to close their eyes and imagine eating the
almond while just holding it in their hands.
They were asked, ‘Could you feel the taste? texture and aroma of almond from your memory?,
Many had difficulty to recall .
Then they were asked to consciously observe the taste, texture and aroma, as they slowly chew it.
Conscious actions with full attention leave stronger memories and sense associations as imagery which becomes crucial in creative connection making.
Synectics Session- by a g rao
WJJ Gordon developed an ‘algebraic equation’ in mapping an
analogy with the problem. I got a rare chance to get exposed
to this method.
Example

A seed drill to reduce wastage in seed sowing.
Normally number of seeds are dropped at a point in the field. In a synectic
session ‘seeds were seen as bullets’..
Seed drill(planter)became a machine gun as several seeds are sowed rapidly. So the algebraic analogy became
Machine Gun
---------------- =
bullet belt

Seed drill
------------?

Concept of ‘Seed tape’ evolved as an equivalent which
became an inventive solution.
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‘Synectics’ application
We took two problems for application.
A. Distortion of a thin casting while turning on a Lathe!
This problem was brought by one of the participants. He had sent it with the
registration form .The problem was of thin castings of large diameters getting
distorted or ‘breaking while turning on a lathe’.
Can we use Synectics for this?
This is an important phase. Problem has to be distilled to identify the ‘conflict’.
The castings were not getting distorted because of turning but because of holding or gripping in the lathe. Lathe would have 3 or 4 jaws to grip. All the load
comes at these points. So the problem need to be re-stated as:
How to hold the casting with a better grip?
Then we took examples from Nature : Which is a strong grip?
A python slowly grips its prey all around till it is impossible for the prey to move.

Gripping with a flexible material with more turns if required brought in
the idea of Flexi-jaw which would hold the casting over a larger area!
Once a break through idea comes, it is
possible to build a workable solution.
B. Since all egg packages failed. Can we take ‘egg package’
for synectics?
We looked at entities in Nature which drp/carry eggs with
out breaking. A solution came rather quickly. A Hen!
A Hen jumps carrying an egg over 20 feet . But nothing
happens to the egg in side.
EGGpackage= Hen
What is its unique quality? It uses wings to slow down.
It uses legs to take the shock!

It is easy to see a
package with wing
like flaps and hallow legs in square
shape all around
the package so they
substitute the legs
of chicken!
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Wish-fulfilment
is a fallout from fantasy analogy of Synectics in
which you can assume ‘no gravity’ to design a
chair!
It can be also used for products or product situations where no conflicts are identified.
Generally new technologies or Science Fiction can
propel such sessions!
Looking at social changes can be good guide line
for new design ideas. Alvin Toffler’s ‘Future shock’,
‘Third Wave’ and Aldous Huxley’s ‘Brave New
World’ , ‘The Island’ had significant influence for
creative projections of new ideas. Conscious effort
to project into Future does ‘open up’ minds for
design thinking

Afternoon Session
This was the last day and some people wanted to
leave little early. So we skipped Future circle as
a separate session and covered the content in the
session on Wish fulfilment.
Lecture 5
Self Expansion
The talk brought focus on how we limit our self
as a person belonging to a community, a Nation,
Religion or profession. This has implication on
our behaviour and limits our creative thinking.
Children score over adults in this respect, but the
challenge is when you grow up. Freedom of mind
provides a basis for ‘creativity at higher order!’
Implicate and explicate order articulated by Dr.
David Bohm, a physicist who worked with Einstein was discussed. Bohm’s ‘Science, Order and
Creativity’ is a well known book!
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uday athavankar, kishore munshi and prof.s.nadkarni

a g rao

Feed Back Session
We had a feed back session
in presence of more faculty like K.Munshi and prof.
Nadkarni
All the participants were
very excited to discover
their own potentials. They
enjoyed the programme
and appreciated the trouble
taken by the Faculty members. One of them said it
would have been nicer if
more faculty would have
participated.
Such workshops leave long
lasting memories.

For us
the workshop set a stage
for several creativity workshops in Jyoti (Baroda),SAC
(Ahmedabad, TI cycles(near
Bangalore, NID Ahmedabad
etc,.) Uday Athavankar was
part of initial three workshops.
My interests in creativity
took many ‘forms’ significant of them has been a
course on ‘Craft , Creativity and Post modernism’
offered as a PG course open
to other departments at IIT.
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